
IT’S YOUR FAULT

The following is more of an observational piece on the nature of the liars and their lies.  We’ll 
do a brief analysis of an article, purported to be legitimate, and the methods employed in 
general to dupe the people into believing them.  Afterwards, we’ll conclude with a reminder of 
the seriousness of our current state of affairs.

First of all, this article is 100% fiction.  Supposedly it “first appeared in the NY Times”, but that’s 
been impossible for me to verify.  Besides, I don’t care.  If anyone doesn’t know that the Times 
is a propaganda mill and has been for over a century, you’re just slow.  Nevertheless, the 
article, as presented, was without an author.  And that’s because the narrative is imaginary.  
Thus an “author” would be redundant.

This is the sort of programming that has been going on in plain sight since Day One of the 
“pandemic”.  But now it is being carefully directed in our faces that there are certain 
scapegoats—Guilty Parties—that need to be exposed and accused.  That is the job of these 
information warriors.  The “journalists” and cable news commentators effectively calling for the
death of the unvaccinated are merely (CIA) assets paid to stir the pot.

But it will be instructive to dissect the piece to see how the liars perform their arts, and how 
obvious the lies really are, once the tricks are revealed.  Because they do it every day, the 
falseness becomes mundane and we’ve become conditioned to yawn whenever they speak.  
Let’s not all go to sleep at once.

Without further ado, the article begins thusly:

I recently found out that a friend of mine — a smart guy — was not vaccinated, and I 
confronted him about it.

We begin with an immediate contradiction.  If he was a “smart guy”, according to you (the 
speaker), how was he then NOT vaccinated?  Not too smart.  The storyteller here is presenting 
himself as a liberal minded man of the world who obviously traveled with smart birds of a 
feather…and yet he is shocked to find out one of them has not taken his meds!

How could he have not gotten his vaccination? And how had he not seen fit to tell me 
and our other mutual friends? Wasn’t he worried about the risk he was posing not just 
to himself, but to the rest of us?

Exactly.  How could such a “smart” and conscientious metro-man have failed to get “HIS” 
vaccination?  And then not to tell anyone about it!  It’s simply inconceivable.  His whole premise
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shows this internal dialogue is a fabrication, clearly.  Nobody as cosmopolitan as a NY Times 
columnist ever believed the so-called vaccinations were for the purpose of protecting others...  
The only claim that was EVER made about these medical devices was that they would “lesson 
the severity of the disease—should you contract Covid”.  You could look it up.  

In fact, the claim was never made that they were “sterilizing” vaccines.  Meaning, a 
“vaccinated” person could still contract said virus—and transmit it.  But you, the “vaccinated” 
would be “95% protected”.  This narrative was spread far and wide by Fauci Inc. from the very 
beginning and reported by all the liberal new sites and NPR.  Recently, the director of the CDC 
has officially reiterated this statement  that the “vaccinated could still transmit the virus” (in 
case anyone missed it the first time). 

Never mind that there never was any “virus” but it was always just a computer simulation.  
Literally.  You could look that up too.  Continuing:

He tried to laugh it off, offering up a bunch of concerns rooted in conspiracy theories. 
But I told him that he had to get vaccinated, period.

Now, we are to believe that these two were together in some social event and the protagonist 
just confronted the antagonist (his former, trusted BFF) with the accusation that he was 
unclean—a leper in the wild—a criminally negligent vector of death!… And the guy just 
“laughed it off”.  This exchange doesn’t seem funny to me.  Or genuine.  Especially between 
former good friends.  Especially guys.   And then, to further the insult, the only excuse offered 
was a “bunch of conspiracy theories” he’d recently pulled down from Alex Jones or the Q-Anon 
chans.  With all the myriad medical and scientific dissenting research available now, that’s all 
the guy had...  Some Homer Simpson logic.  

Really?

Therefore, he told his friend, “YOU HAVE TO GET VACCINATED”.  That’s all there is to it!

I see.   It’s as if they were having a casual discussion about overpopulation and he’d suddenly 
blurted out to his childless, unmarried buddy: “You have to get sterilized!  PERIOD!”   Was this a
Seinfeld episode? 

The next time I saw him, he was worried about the Omicron variant and asked if I would 
go with him to get the jab. I texted him a site where he could register and told him to let 
me know once he had. That was Saturday. He still hasn’t signed up.

I am disappointed, and I am angry, not just with my friend but with all the people who 
are choosing not to get vaccinated.
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So, then his manly Alex Jones-disciple of a guy suddenly “got worried” about the new 
Transformer Variant and was frightened… to the point of asking him to come with him to the 
clinic and hold his hand while he got the jab!  He even asked him to be his mommy and make 
the appointment for him! But then… he bailed.  The weekend came around, he picked up a 12-
pack of Miller Light and got distracted by the sportsball game.  Just couldn’t be bothered to 
meet his buddy at the jaborama.  

And this person—the “author” of this story—is angry.  Not just at his lazy, conspiracy theorist 
friend, but at ALL who “choose not to get vaccinated”!  How dare anyone “choose” such an 
irrational and dangerous option to not be injected with an experimental genetic chemotherapy 
drug (whose contents shall remain secret until 2076!) which has incidentally also killed over 
19,000 people in the US alone.  And crippled hundreds of thousands more…By the 
government’s own admission.  In fact, more people have died or been injured by this drug in 
the past 11 months than from ALL previous vaccines combined.

Well, there was a time, he says, when he winked at such foolishness.  He used to be tolerant of 
us dumb hayseeds.  But not anymore!  “No more research for you!”   It is enough.  The verdict is
in.  Refusing the vaccine is MURDER against the rest of mankind….Unless, you have a peanut 
allergy or Asperger’s or something—then you get a pass.  But this virus has “killed 800,000 
Americans” already, and another 120,000 are at death’s door EACH DAY(!), he says. 

This is absolute, unvarnished nonsense.  Even the fools who read the NY Times know this.  In 
fact, the death rate in the West as a whole has remained stable over the past 2 years.  There 
are NO “excess deaths” here, or anywhere else.  That is, unless you count the recently 
vaccinated—especially the young—who are experiencing greatly increased death rates from 
previously unknown or very rare heart and blood conditions. .. Oddly enough.

But, enough with the facts.  They cloud the senses.  Back to the narrative:

This virus is deadly and unrelenting. The only way out of this situation, for our country 
and the world, is through the vaccines. We must dramatically shrink the number of 
people vulnerable to the virus — or else we risk allowing our population to act as a petri 
dish for the growth of variants.

You see, it’s the only way out.  
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And you, good citizen, are nothing but a “PETRI DISH” of deadly viruses if you don’t drink it too. 

Do they really believe their own bovine scat?  I’m not sure.  

But the propaganda carries on accordingly:  

The unvaccinated don’t only leave themselves vulnerable to the virus, they make 
everyone more vulnerable!

Because reasons.  Oh, but he’s heard all the excuses.  The resisters view everything through a 
“partisan lens” (i.e., Trump voters).  Some of us even “don’t trust the government”!   Imagine 
that.  And he even “understands” us for that!  He concedes the fact that, “there are the people 
who view government pressure, and especially mandates, to put something in your body as 
overreach and anathema to the American ideal of independence and freedom.”

All West Virginia folk… Congenitally backwards people, in his mind.  He’s weighed them in the 
balance and found them wanting…

I have heard it all. And I reject it all.

There are just too many fresh graves pocking the land to entertain these objections. And 
too many lives disrupted…



The dead are piling high now.  There’s hardly anywhere left to bury them.   And “lives are being 
disrupted”.  These are very bad things.  Therefore, he REJECTS their insistence on bodily 
autonomy.  Do you get that?  YOU, according to this propaganda paper masquerading as a bro-
mance morality play, ought not have a right to refuse the government demand “to put 
something in your body”...  Meaning, a forced insertion of genetic material into your inside 
parts… Do you get the innuendo?  I hope you are listening to these maniacs.  It is a rapist telling 
you to “stop resisting” and they won’t kill you afterwards.

The Covid will become “endemic,” he says.  Meaning, it will remain with us potentially forever.  
The “Omicron variant” proves this...   And now the financial markets are “spooked”.  The dollar 
is in jeopardy of collapse and the supply chain will follow it into oblivion as we all starve and 
freeze to death in the dark winter to come—ALL because a minority of conspiratorial idiots 
refuse to get their shots.  WE are the problem.  We are bringing down civilization.  Do you see?

So yes, I am furious at the unvaccinated, and I am not ashamed of disclosing that. I am 
no longer trying to understand them or educate them. …All others have a choice to 
either be part of the solution or part of the problem. The unvaccinated are choosing to 
be part of the problem

The Final Solution is unspoken in his concluding remarks.  But it is implied.  The aforementioned
“CHOICES” of the unwashed fools are killing the rest of the woke world.  Choices have 
heretofore caused our societal destruction.   They therefore must be replaced with MANDATES.
Yet we still have a choice:  like the rapist, they won’t have to use force if we do it voluntarily.  
We won’t have to lose our jobs if we just get the jabs.  We can keep our “freedom” and our 
families intact and we won’t have to go to the camps if we just comply.  It’s simple.  Do.  What.  
They. Told ya. 

And live.  And be fed and clothed with our digital UBI’s, and own nothing and be happy.

Or fight, and possibly die, to be free.  The Reset is here, friends.  Wake up to it.  Embrace it.  We
will all be forced into their Slave Grid, property-less, cashless, digitally monitored and  
controlled, or we will fight them to the death to avoid it.  It’s either Full Spectrum Dominance 
and bowing to our enemies  in submission, or it’s going to be a hard struggle for a while—some 
starvation, some depravation, perhaps some bloodshed and casualties on both sides—before 
we finally buck them off of us.  Those are our real choices, like them or not.

Finally, to close out this discussion for now, let’s take a brief look around beyond the Covid 
three-ring circus.  While it’s been a good distraction, other things have been happening outside 
the metaverse.
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This plan of the death and sterility shots may not be going as intended, as we’ve now seen the 
Biden “Mandates” all but vanished into smoke.  And we are not Australia.  Things will be 
handled somewhat differently in the US.  But the compliance testing over there was useful for 
gauging our response over here.  After all, perhaps 50-60% of Americans willingly injected 
themselves already—mostly without any coercion—and now we have woke parents chomping 
at the bit to sterilize their 5 year olds!  However, the goal wasn’t merely to have everyone 
genetically modified.  That was a means to an end.  That end, as we’ve seen already, is full and 
permanent control of the herd.  Culling it first was necessary because of overgrazing.

But if the cull isn’t as effective as planned, the Farmers have other options at hand.  We’ve seen
those coming into clearer view of late as the controlled demolition of the fiat economy has 
moved ahead rather swimmingly.  One way to fast-track that would be the War Card.  It seems 
that one is also on the table now with the insane and stupid threatenings toward Mother Russia
over the Ukrainian debacle.  And if that one is ultimately played, things will get very bad, very 
fast, for the average American.  And that will also be your fault.

Unlike the soft, soy society we’ve cultured over the past 70 years here, the Russians know 
austerity well.  For those who don’t know much about Russia or her history, let’s just say they 
are tough, determined, and have a very low tolerance for horseplay.  And they are very weary 
of U.S. sanctions, the geo-political back-stabbings, and overt threats over the past three 
decades since the Soviet “collapse”.  Point is, they don’t expect much from life, and most of the 
men are willing, able, and perhaps anxious to “bring it”.  And there, the men are in charge, 
completely.

Let’s just say that globo-homo did NOT take root in Russia like it did here, nor did a cultural 
matriarchy, and ‘diversity’ simply doesn’t exist.  They are a masculine and militarized society —
something akin to what we were 150 years ago—and while we have been celebrating our first 
“transgender Admiral”, they’ve been having AK-47 competition shooting in their schools. 
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Should the U.S. foolishly engage them in battle on their turf, what we will likely see is a quick 
and brutal stomping of our feminized and diversified so-called forces.  This would rapidly 
escalate of course, leading to things that most of us never want to think about.  But we need to 
think about them and prepare for their possibility. 

And don’t think these maniacs of ours couldn’t possibly be that stupid.  See here what a 
Republican Senator of Mississippi just suggested regarding attacking Russia preemptively with 
“nukes”.  Do you know what is wrong with these people?  They are wicked, and they are mad 
with hubris, and God will see to it that they receive the recompense of their ways.  Mark it 
down.  Maybe we will finally learn if “nukes” are real or not.

“But God wouldn’t let that happen.”  Remember, all of Europe’s cities were flattened in World 
War 2.  If you are currently still living in a major metropolitan area, you should probably be 
planning to get out.

The doom of the American Empire is sealed.  How it falls apart remains to be seen, but as 
Kingdom oriented Christians—and grown-ups—we need to face the truth of our situation and 
stop pretending we are going to avoid the necessary hardships that are coming.  Unlike the 
churchians and their millennialist false doctrine of an “Israel-led” New Age—just about to 
sprout from the Old Temple Mount over there—we know the Rider on His White Horse already 
rode long ago.  We don’t need to wait for the Enemy to materialize to know what we ought to 
be doing.  Our fight continues into the Age, and as I’ve said before, we already have our orders, 
men. 

Interesting times ahead…
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